
Zeck Barsch Alarm Shaky Sneaker Softbait 
Butterbread | 10cm

Zeck Fishing

Product number: ZK-320066

This Creature Bait resembles a dragonfly larva.

Weight: 0.0035 kg
7,95 € * 7,95 €

Discover a world of fishing bliss with the Zeck Barsch Alarm Shaky Sneaker rubber bait. Inspired by 
nature, this sophisticated creature bait masterfully mimics a dragonfly larva to irresistibly attract perch. With 
versatility, the Shaky Sneaker can be used in a variety of finesse rigs as well as jigging, skirted jigging or 
soft jerking. With every strike it reliably attracts the attention of your prey.

The Shaky Sneaker is more than just an ordinary rubber bait. The finely tuned feelers, legs and appendages 
on the tail generate micro-vibrations with the slightest water turbulence, making your lure particularly 
attractive to perch. The unique Belly Down shape ensures a stable water position and prevents it from 
tipping over onto its back.

The environmentally conscious design lets you fish with a clear conscience. Made without toxic softeners, 
the Shaky Sneaker is free from BPA and phthalate. The enticing Fried Squid Scent further entices perch, 
while a 20% salt content in the lower half of the body promotes realistic rubber bait behaviour in the water.

Other notable features include horizontal sinking without flipping over, a Shaky Tail and Offset Slot and 
Offset Hem on top. These features maximise catching performance and ensure you stay one step ahead with 
the Zeck Perch Alarm Shaky Sneaker rubber bait.

Product Features:

Realistic dragonfly larva style creature bait.
Flexible use: finesse rigs, jigging, skirted jig, softjerk
Micro-vibrations through feelers, legs and appendages
Belly down shape for stable water position



Environmentally friendly: BPA and phthalate free
Attractive Fried Squid Scent
20% salinity in lower half of body for realistic behaviour
Horizontal sinking without tipping over
Shaky Tail
Offset slit and hem on top

Experience the thrill of fishing success with the Zeck Perch Alarm Shaky Sneaker rubber lure. Catch more 
and bigger perch with this high quality, versatile and eco-friendly bait. With this Creature Bait in your 
fishing arsenal, you're well on your way to unforgettable fishing experiences!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

